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Whiteflies (WF) are the major biotic stress that threatens the sustainability of staple crop, 
including cassava, causing direct damage due to feeding and can obliterate the entire cassava 
crop. High WF population densities are a key factor in cassava mosaic and cassava 
brownstreak virus epidemics in Africa. Twelve WF species are serious pests of cassava being 
the most important Aleurotrachelus socialis (LAC) and Bemisia tabaci (Africa). One of the most 
potent resistance mechanisms to WF was discovered at CIAT. Wild cassava and several M. 
esculenta cultivars originating from Ecuador and Peru display significant resistance to WF in the 
field. On the resistance line, MEcu 72 WF deposit fewer eggs, establish fewer feeding sites, 
nymph development is delayed, and WF mortality is increased. Two approaches were proposed 
to unravel the genetic mechanism of white fly resistance (WFR).  First, a gene expression 
profiling, using microarray technology, coupled the subtractive libraries approach.  The aim was 
to capture genes that were diffentially induced during WF attack. Second, the QTL mapping 
aproach analysis using a segregating popultion between MEcu 72 and MCol 2246 (susceptible 
to WF). Microarrays technology on challenged and non-challenged WF resistant/susceptible 
subtractive libraries, as well as, on the 5000 cassava unigen microarray were used to identify 
differentially expressed genes in cassava during A. socialis attack. The results showed 405 
sequences induced by A. socialis at different stages of their life cycle. Based on analysis using 
the Gene Ontology (GO) and the Arabidopsis thaliana (TAIR) databases, these sequences 
falled into biological process like defense, cell wall modification, oxidative burst, signal 
transduction, transport, primary metabolism and photosynthesis. Some of these sequences are 
part of the signaling pathways regulated by jasmonic acid (JA) and ethylene (ET), which are 
implicated in the defense response during pathogens and herbivores attack to plants. Our 
results suggest that WFR is a complex trait, in which more than one genetic region may be 
involved.  To unravel the mechanism of resistance to WF and define the genetic regions involve 
in the resistant response against A. socialis attack, we propose to take the QTL mapping 
approach to identify the genetic basis for cassava’s quantitative resistance to A. socialis. This 
WFR can be used in molecular breeding to accelerate the development of WFR cassava 
cultivars with field attributes valued by smallholder farmers in Latin America. By understanding 
the mechanism of resistance to A. socialis, our studies may lead to strategies that will confer 
resistance to other WF species that today decimate cassava in Africa and Asia. This resistance 
could also be transferred to plants that serve as WF refuges near cassava plantings, thereby 
limiting WF population expansion 


